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I. INTRODUCTIOH 
The problem of the determination of the stress and 
strain in a seffii-infinite elastic mediiim with a plane 
bomdary which is loaded in some way is well known» and 
its history dates back to Boussinesq^ (1) in ld35« Xn 
the work of Boussinesq and subsequent writers on the topic, 
usually the load is prescribed over the plane boundary. 
The solution for a point load provides a Green*s function 
from which the solution for other loadings can be readily 
obtained* 
If, however, the situation is varied so that the 
normal displacement is prescribed over a portion of the 
boundary and the load prescribed over the remaining part, 
one has a mixed boundary value problem which is rather 
more complicated. This dissertation is primarily con­
cerned with some problans of this nature. Sometimes these 
are called "punch problems", since a rigid punch, driven 
into the surface, prescribes the nomal displacement over 
the region of contact. 
tJntil recently, comparatively few satisfactory 
^Numbers in parentheses following an author's name 
refer to entries under Literature Cited (Chapter VI){ 
the specific page number is given when necessary. 
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solutions of problems of this type were available, sine® 
formidable difficulties are usually encountered when 
classical procedures are used, especially if expressions 
for the stresses are required in a form suitable for COBI-
putation. In 1939, A, E. H. Love (5) managed to solve 
the problem when the punch has the form of a right cir­
cular cone whose axis is normal to the boundary. He was 
successful mainly because of his skill in guessing a com­
bination of potentials which would satisfy the given 
boundary conditions. 
In 19^5t Harding and I# N, Sneddon (3) intro­
duced a new method of treating such problems when there 
is symmetry about an axis normal to the boundary. By 
using Hankel transforms, they showed how to reduce the 
main part of such a problem to the task of solving a 
pair of dual integral equations. Using this approach, 
I. N, Sneddon (9 and 10) subsequently gave a detailed 
analysis of the stress and strain in the medium when the 
punch is a right circular cylinder or con® and the elastic 
medium is isotropic. His results for the cone agreed 
with those previously obtained by Love (5) and were more 
ccasplete, since Love had not determined the stress at an 
interior point of the mediiam. In Chapter III of this 
thesis, an analysis similar to that of Sneddon will be 
3 
•undertaken when the Indenting surface is expressible in 
cylindrical coordinates in the form z « polyncanial in r, 
thus including the cone and the cylinder as special cases* 
In Chapter IV, the analogous two-diffiensional plane 
strain probl®o is studied for a type of anisotropic sub­
stance known as orthotropic. Here Fourier transforms are 
used to obtain a pair of dual integral equations ^ os® so­
lution leads to a determination of the stress and strain 
ccaaponents. By proceeding to the limit, one can then de­
duce the results for the isotropic case, and these can be 
compared with the expressions obtained by Sneddon (II), 
the case where the indenting agent is a rectangular block 
is somewhat exceptional and is therefore given separate 
consideration. 
A noteworthy feature of the results of Chapters III 
and IV is that the stress and strain components at any 
point are obtainable in closed fom in terms of simple 
functions. Even if this were not so, it will be evident 
that the present procedure is more direct and convenient 
than the earlier classical technique for handling the 
kind of problem under consideration. 
The dual integral equations which arise are of the 
Titchmarsh type, but the parameters occurring therein 
lie outside the range of values for which the solutions 
k 
of Sltchffiarsh (I3) and Busbridge (2) are known to be 
valid* This fact is not mentioned by Sneddon in the 
works cited above but it obviously requires carefxil 
investigation. Therefore, Chapter II of this thesis 
is devoted to a study of those dual equations which 
arise later on. 
The treatment of the indentation problems will 
presuppose that the strains are small and that stati­
cal elastic conditions prevail throughout. But« as is 
pointed out by Sneddon (10), results obtained in this 
way can give useful information in certain dynamical 
situations, (e.g., in the theory of armor penetration), 
if the velocity of the indenting agent Is small com­
pared with the velocity of waves in the medim. Appli­
cations to scfflte problems in the theory of soil mechanics 
are also feasible. 
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II. DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
A. Explicit Solution of the Titchmarsh Typ® 
In some problems it is required to find a function 
which satisfies one integral equation for some range of 
a given parameter and a different integral equation for 
another range of the parameter. Titchmarsh calls such 
equations dual integral equations. 
In the succeeding chapters, the dual equations that 
occur are all of the form 
where f(t) is the function to be found and gCu) is a 
given well-behaved function defined over the interval 
(0,1). 
Dual equations of this type were first considered 
by 1. G. Tltchmarsh (IH-, p«337) and may therefore be re­
ferred to as the Titchmarsh type. Two explicit formulas 
for the solution are known for certain values of s and p. 
Titchmarsh (1^, p»339) gives the solution in the 
following form, 
(2.1) 
6 
f9-r'i^*S/2 MI+S/Z , V , S P+i 
" ?(s/2) (l.Ti)l*a/i 
1 
_ f \ / \ P'''^ 
valid for s >• 0« (2*2) 
If s is negative or zero, this fornmla breaks down 
but another explicit solution has been derived by I» W, 
Busbridge (2) namely, 
1 f  
rt-S/2 -"S 
f(x) « ' "m" ^  
r (t+s/2) 
i+s/2^ , . I P+1,, a.s/2 , . i: J (x) u (1-u ) g(u)du 
J 2 0 
11 ^ 
uP*^(lV)®/^du I g(vu)(xv)^'^®/^J (xv)dv i , i j 
(2.3) 
and this is known to be valid provided g(u) is inte-
grable in (0,1) and 
s > -2 , -p-1 < s-1/2 < p+l. (2.^) 
In Chapter III the solution of the dual equations 
(2.1) will be required when s * -1 and p = 0. These 
values of s and p violate condition (2.if), so that the 
formula (2.3) cannot be expected to provide a solution. 
But when g(u) is a polynomial, it will be verified in the 
next section that the Busbridge formula (2*3) does, in 
fact, yield a solution. 
In Chapter IV the case where s « -1 and p « -1/2 
7 
will arisO) and again (2«*f) will be violated. This time, 
however, the Busbridge fonaula will definitely fail for 
an arbitrary polyn(»nial gCu). Therefore, this case will 
be examined separately in Section C. 
B. Verification of the Busbridge Formula 
for the Case s « -1, p ® 0 
Consider the dual equations (2.1) when s » -1, 
p « 0 and g(u) « u*^, where n is a positive integer or 
zero* Even though the condition (2.^) is violated, the 
Busbridge formula (2«3) gives a plausible result, viz., 
f(x) « (2/7rK^ I n+i 
v 
I J 
(2.5) 
where 
» J 8ln\ dx « ^ 
0 
In the integrand of (2.5) one may use the familiar 
result. 
8 
so that, after an Integration by parts, (2#5) siaiplifies 
to, 
1 
f(x) a 2<n+l)^"^Ij^^j xj v®cos(xv)dv, (2.7) 
0 
It will now be verified directly that this is a so­
lution of the dual equations. First let 0 < u < 1 and 
substitute for f(x) frean (2.7) into the left member of 
the first equation of the dual pair. This yields 
oo 
t-^f(t) Jo(ut) dt 
0 
_ ••1 
« 27r (n+l)|j^^i / dt j Jo(tit)cos(vt)dv» 
(2,8) 
The order of integration in this double integral can be 
inverted, since the integrand is a continuous functi<m 
of (v,t) over the region 0 ^  v 1, 0 ^  t, and the t-
integral is uniformly convergent with respect to v over 
the interval 0 ^  v ^  1, Remembering that 
Jo(tit) cos vt dt « 
0 
one obtains from (2.8) 
(u^-v^)-^/^, u > V , 
0 , u < V , 
oo 
t-^f(t) Jo(ut) dt « 27f^(n+l)Ijj ^ n+i^^ " 
9 
upon using the value of 3^ given in (2*6)• 
Ilence, the first of the dual integral eqmtions is 
satisfied. The second is also satisfied, since, for u 
greater than unity, 
oo 
f(t) Jo(ut)dt « (Const.) J dt Jo(ut) cos vt dv, 
0 0 0 
and the right hand side vanishes by virtue of the result 
(Magnus and Oberhettinger (7, p.^7)), 
oo 
/ t jro(u^) cos • <^liv(u®'- • 
So the Msbridge formula still provides a solution 
of the dual equations when s « -1, p « 0 and g(u) « 
Obviously this will remain valid if g(u) is taken to be 
a polynomial in u. 
C. Solution of a Special Pair 
This section is concerned solely with the special 
case of the dual integral equations where s » *1 and 
p * -1/2 with Yu g(u) « polynomial in u. This is the 
type that will occur in Chapter IV. 
Suppose, temporarily, that j/u g(u) » u**. The 
Busbridge formula, after some simplification, yields 
10 
as & "solution", 
i 
fjjCt) « - dXf ^2.9) 
0 
where 
Qn « ya r ((n+l)/2)/r(n/2) . (2.10) 
By direct substitution of the expression (2«9) for f^Ct) 
in (2«l)y it is found that the second of the dual inte­
gral equations is satisfied, but not the first. In fact, 
t""^fj^(t)J»i/2(ut)dt 
1 
® s Qjj / 3^ dx j Ji(xt)co» ut dt, 
0 0 
the change in order of integration being justified as 
before# But from Watson (17, p•^'05)» 
f  1/x if u < X, 
Ji(xt) cos ut dt w 
0 
Hence, o© 
» X 
(^u+ 'Vu®-x^ ) 
if U > X. 
f" fn(t) J.i/2(ut) dt 
0 
{u 1 f 4¥ , + f  x^^^dx J V^^(u2+ J 
0 u 
When the integrations are performed, this simplifies to 
the following, 
11 
o c  
Jt"^fn(t) J.i/2(ut)dt « Qn(2//ru)^/^ (u^Vi * 
0 
After substituting for and I^-i frem (2.10) and (2.6) 
respectively, one obtains, 
oo 
t'^fn(t) J.i/a(ut) dt « u^^/^Cu®- ), (2.11) 
where 
Yn = r((n+l)/2)/r(Cn+2)/2), (2.12) 
It is now evident from this that the Busbridge 
formula has failed to provide a solution. In particular, 
it should be mentioned that the right hand member of 
(2.11) vanishes when n « 0. 
How take 
fu g(u) = Co + CiU + CgU^ + ... + Cjj#, (2.13) 
where the c's are constants* 
If fjj(t) is still defined by (2.9), it will now be 
shown that, 
f(t) « Cifi(t) + C2f2(t)4-*.«+CBifia(t), (2.lJf) 
is a solution of the dual equations under consideration 
provided there is a certain linear relation among the e's, 
namely, 
- V'TTco « CiYi C2Y2 +•••+ CffiYm* (2.15) 
12 
For, the second of the dtial equations clearly re­
mains satisfied, and the first is also satisfied now, 
since it follows fr<an C2.ll) that 
So, if s * -1, p « -1/2, and g(u) is given by (2.13) 
subject to the restriction (2.15), it is clear that f(t), 
as defined in (2*1^>), is a solution of the dual integral 
equaticms being considered. This rather special restilt 
will be sufficient for the purposes of Chapter IV. 
/
m  
t"*2 
Z - h Onfn/Vn | 
. 1 1 
a 
1 
» g(u). 
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III, INDENTATION OF A SEMI-INFINITE ISOTROPIC 
SOLID BY AN AXIALLY SYMMETRIC PUNCH 
A* The Potential Function ^  
Consider a hc»aogeneouS) Isotropic» elastic solid of 
Young's modulus S and Poisson*s ratio (t. Suppose, In 
cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, s), that the z»axls is an 
axis of syismetry* Then it is shown by A« E« H« Love (6, 
p,27^) thatI in the absence of body forces, the equi­
librium eqimtions are satisfied if the stress components 
are derivable from a potential function 0(r, z) in the 
following way, 
w (rV^02 • ^ rz> 
^OQ « crV^025 - r 
(3.1) 
^zz " (2 
Where the subscripts on 0, but not on T, denote partial 
derivatives# (The other two stress components vanish 
identically because of the assumed symmetry*} Of the six 
compatibility relations, two are autcmsatlcally satisfied, 
and the remaining four are also satisfied If, 
^ 11- + 
r d r  
» 0 (3.2) 
Under these cfondltions, the components of displace­
ment will then be given hy, 
2G « E/(l+(r)t 
B# Formulation of the Problem 
Consider a semi-infinitet isotropic, elastic solid 
whose boundary, in cylindrical coordinates (r, 9, z), 
is the plane z « 0, with the z-axis directed into the 
mediiM* Suppose that a rigid, lubricated punch is in 
contact with the elastic mediuai over the region r < a, 
and that the equati<m of the surface of contact is, 
2 B g(r) » Ao+ Air + A2r^+***+ (3#'f) 
In addition, it will be assumed that the classical small 
strain theory of elasticity is applicable, that the body 
forces are negligible, and that the portion of the bounda­
ry not in contact with the punch is free frcam any external 
load. Hence, the boundary conditions to be met are as 
20«, - - (3.3) 
smd 
2GU2 " 2(1 -cr-)V®|5 - 0j5z» 
where 
15 
follows t 
C3.5) 
(3.6) 
1 z»0 « 0 , r > a , (3.7) 
together with the vanishing of all stress and displace­
ment ccaiponents at Infinity. 
The main purpose of this chapter is to determine the 
stress and displacement at any point of the elastic solid 
under consideration. 
C« Derivation of the Stress and Strain frcmt 
In Section B| the boundary conditions (3*5) - (3«7) 
are, by virtue of (3.1), restrictions on 0, so that if a 
biharmonic function 0 can be found satisfying these re­
strictions, the stress and displacement components can be 
found from it by using (3«1)* However, it will be found 
desirable later on to have the stress and displacement ex­
pressed in terms of a Hankel transform of 0 instead of 0 
itself. Therefore, this section will be devoted to this 
task. 
a Hankel Transform of 0 
16 
Throughout this chapter, Hankel transforms of order 
zero, with respect to r, will be Indicated by a bar placed 
above the appropriate function} Hankel transforms of order 
one, also with respect to r, will be Indicated by a double 
bar similarly placed. 
Suppose 0(r,z) Is the potential function which satis­
fies all the conditions of the problem on hand. The trans­
forms of 0 and of its Laplaclan are given by 
CXD 
i(pjz) - jr 0(r,z) Jo(pr) dr , (3.8) 
0 
OC 
V*0(p»2) *  J^r7^0iT,z)  Jo( p r ) d r  
0 
oC 
" ^zz ''' ^ ^ ^o(pr) dr, (3.9) 
0 
where the subscripts r EUid z  designate partial derivatives* 
The Integral on the right-hand side of (3*9) can be sub­
jected to two integrations by parts. Assuming that the 
behavior of 0(r,z)| as r tends to zero or to infinity, is 
such that the expression 
rj3fJoCpr) - rp0J(J(pr) 
vanishes as r tends to zero or infinity, one obtains the 
17 
following result from (3.9)» 
^ ' (^ - P j f • O.io) 
Since 0 is biharmonic it follows that 
(?2/3z2 . p2)a^ ^ 0 , (3.11) 
The conditions on 0 at infinity indicate that the solution 
of (3.11) is of the form 
^(p,z) = (A + Bz)e'P^ (3.12) 
It is now desirable to formulate the boundary con­
ditions in terms of To do this, one considers Hankel 
transforms, of order zero or unity, of the equations (3.I) 
and (3#3). Firstly, 
Therefore, 
( T  +  - r j  a  2 < r 0  -  ( 2 c r -
rr 0©' z z z  *  
and the Hankel Inversion theorem then gives 
'T + 'T^ « p 
rr 90 ' 
2<ri , + (l-2<r)p^0 I Je(pr) dp • (3.I3) 
zzz Z I 
0 
Now, if f(r) is a function with the property that 
18 
rf(r)Ji(pr) tends to zero as r tends to Infinity or zero, 
then 
oC 
pj a fr f'Cr) Ji(pr) dr 
OC5 
* - (f(r)^ pJxCpr) <ir 
ar 
CO 
Jq 
' p / rf(r)Jo(pp)dP 
- p ? • 
Hence. 
« - (1 - <r)p V* j3 + p^ 
trp"^ + (1 -(r)p3 ^  . 
zz 
The inversion of this now yields 
•^rz " I" 
oo 
f  
2 , Ji(Pi')<iP. (3.15) 
So Tj,^ is obtainable directly from 
In order to obtain similar expressions for the other 
stress components it is necessary to use one of the equi-
libriixD equations, namelyi 
19 
2Jzz + 21x2 + Tn ' 9^9 
r  
This can be written in the form 
as 0 • 
^(r» t;p = r( T„ + -r,^) - r» 2^ . (3.16) 
It now yields, with the help of (3*13) and (3*15)f 
Jo(pr)dp ^(r» T„) - r I p 
0 
oo 
• r® 
r 
p® l^^^zzz Cl-^)p^0a| Ji(pr)dp • 
Integrating with respect to r, interchanging the order of 
integration on the right (asstu&ed justified), and noting 
that 
/ prJo(pr) dr = rJj.(pr) , 
Jo 
rV 
/ p2r®jj^(pr) dr » 2rJi(pr) - r^pJoCpi^) » 
J o  
one obtains the relation 
P rr 
v/o 
'^\zz + (1 - Jo(p') dp 
- r-' p« Ji(pr) dp. (3.17) 
'Z 
'0 
20 
With the help of Equation (3*13) this now yields the 
following formula: 
oo 
QQ [ '^^( jzzz  • ''' h) "'P 
+ r*^ I p2 Ji(pr)dp • (3«18) 
Taking the zero order Hankel transform of the ex­
pression given for in (3.1) and then inverting, one 
obtains 
cV) 
" |P '3.19) 
Consider now the expressions given for the displace­
ment in (3«3). Taking the first order transform of 
and the zero order treuisform of and then Inverting| 
one obtains 
oo 
2Guj. « / P® ^2 Ji(pr) dp, (3.20) 
OO 
2GUj5 « rp |(l-2<r)^2^ - 2(l-<r)p2 ^|jo(pr) dp. (3.21) 
0 
The procedure in this section has been mainly formal 
heuristic. Several assumptions on the behavior of the 
potential function have been made without mathematical 
justification! moreover, many of the conditions used are 
21 
necessary but not sufficient. However, when final ex­
pressions for the various functions are obtained, it can 
be verified that the results do, in fact, satisfy the 
basic conditions stipulated in the problem* Also, when 
the potential function is obtained explicitly, one could 
test whether the assumptions made in this section on its 
behavior are justified or notj but this would not be 
worth-while unless one could establish the uniqueness of 
the solution* Unfortunately, this question of uniqueness 
seems to be awkward and difficult and will be left un­
answered. 
D. The Equivalent Dual Integral Equations 
With 3 chosen to be of the form (3«12), namely, 
^(p, z) « (A + Bz)e''^^, 
where A and B are functions of p, it remains only to study 
the boundary conditions (3.5) - C3*7)* 
By virtue of the relation (3»15) the boundary con­
dition (3*5) is expressible in the form 
oO 
r 
p3(Ap - 2<rB) Ji(pr) dp « 0, r > 0. 
Hence, the boundary condition (3.5) will be satisfied if 
Ap - 2<rB « 0, 
22 
that is, if 13 is of the form 
?(p,z) « F(p) (2<r+ pz)e-P2. (3.22) 
Nov set 
f(ap) « (ap)'*F(p) and R « r/a. 
Then, by virtue of the relations (3*21) and (3»19), the 
remaining two boundary conditions (3*6), (3*7) require 
that f satisfy the dual integral equations 
oo 
Jo(Bt) dt = h(R), R<1, 
« (3.23) 
r 
f(t)Jo(Rt) dt « 0, R > 1, 
0 
where 
h(R) « - Ga'^ g(aR)/(l -(T). (3.2^) 
It should be remarked that, by the nature of cylindrical 
coordinates, R cannot be negative. 
It is now apparent that the problem has been reduced 
to the task of solving the dual equations (3•23)* Once f 
is known 3 is known from (3*22), and then the stress and 
displacement components can be derived from the formulas 
developed in Section C of this chapter. 
Now h(R) is a polynomial because g(r) is a poly­
nomial* Hence, the dual equations (3*23) are of the type 
23 
considered in Section B of Chapter I. The solution is, 
by virtue of the formula (2*7), 
fCt) « (lf^2) I Ao^oCt) + Aiafi(t) + Aaa^faCt) 
+•••+ Anja^ffliCt) 
where r 
fn(t) = fTTYn^ ^ v^ cos tv dv 
(3.2?) 
(3.26) 
0 
and Tn Is the expression defined In (2.12). 
It will be found convenient to display the formula 
(3•26) for the first few values of n» So, 
fe(t) « sin t 
fiCt) sin t - JLji 
faCt) « 2 sin t + iL.S20 . b ,?ln ^ (3.27) 
fjCt) =^|sin t + 3 W I . ^ ,1 + 
fi»(t) " -^jsin t 4- ^ ^ % Ji, 1 3 V  
Now split off the first term in the expression of 
each fij(t) and designate the sum of the remaining terms 
by Pn(t)j that is, let 
2h 
fn^t) » yTTYn^ sin t + Fn(t), 
.1 
FnC^) ^'fTTrn^ n j v^'"^sln(tv)dv. 
Therefore, 
Po(t) » 0, 
Fi(t) « .^il-r^cos^ ^ 
(3.28) 
J'aCt) » - ^3- - CPS t) ^  » 
W V 
F3(t) « - U -^CQS t^) + |7r i% t) (3.29) 
+ ^ 1 - ' oqp t , 
F,^(t) « - as (1 • cps 1^) + ,:^2Ct « t). 
3 t t2 
+  6^ I  l«(tV2t)»CQS ti ^ t\ 
The reason for decomposing the F's In the above manner 
will become apparent In the next section when it is re­
quired to evaluate certain Integrals explicitly, 
S. Determination of Stress and Displacement 
The expression given in Equation (3*22) for 13 can be 
written 
25 
^(p,z) « (2cr + Zt)e'2V''f(t), (3.30) 
where 
t « ap, Z « z/a, (3*31) 
and f(t) is the solution of the dual equations obtained in 
the previous section. In view of Equations (3-25) and 
(3.28) it is clear that 3 can be written in the form 
3 • K(2(r+ Zt)e~^H"'^|c sin t Ana'Vjj(t)| , (3-32) 
where 
K « - EaV^d- <7-2) (3.33) 
and 
C « Ao+ (^/2)Aia + (8/3)A%a'» 
+ ....+ y-TT Ym^Aj^a®. (3.3'+) 
It will now be shown that, unless Ajj vanishes for 
all positive values of n, C must be zero. It should be 
observed that the exception occurs when the polynomial 
g(u) is a mere constant and that this corresponds to the 
problem of indentation by a right circular cylinder which 
has been solved by I. N. Sneddon (9). It will be assumed 
here that at least one of the A*S| other than Ao, does not 
vanish. From the expression given for in Equation 
(3.19) it follows I after a substitution for 3 frcan Bqua-
(3.32), that 
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a5 IJzz] 2»o ^ ^ ^ Jo(Rt) dt. C sin t + 
Now, when R « 1, the integral 
oo 
I sin t Jo(Rt) dt 
diverges (see Watson (17| p«^05))| whereas it will be seen 
in the appendices that the integrals 
V 
converge for all values of R. Therefore, if infinite 
stress values are to be excluded, C must vanish. Hence, 
Ao » •(V2)Aia - 2A2a2- (VSKAjaS- C8/3)A»^a'^ 
Now Aif Aif A3, ••• are geometrical constants associated 
with the punch so that this last equation determines the 
depth of penetration at the center, if the radius of con­
tact, a, is known* 
Since C vanishes, Equation (3*32) can be written in 
the foia 
00 
• • • • /tt Ym^Ajga®'# (3.35) 
m 
(3.36) 
1 
where 
3^ " K(2<r^. Zt)e-2tf>» Fjj(t). (3.37) 
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It is evident from Eqiiations (3.15)> (3»17)»..»» 
(3,21), that the operations on IB which yield the stress 
and displacement are linear. Hence, using subscripts i 
and j to indicate generic components, one may write 
n=i 
m 
^i An a ui 
n^x 
where and u^^^ are derived from 3^^ in accordance 
with the equations (3*15)> (3*17)»»..t(3*21), the only 
difference being the presence of the index n. 
It is now convenient, for the sake of brevity, to 
introduce some new symbols. Let 
« y t® F^Ct) e'^* Jo(Rt) dt, 
® oo (3A0) 
f t® Fjj(t) e'^^ JiCBt) dt. 
It should be observed that the P's and Q*s so defined 
are functions of (R, Z) but the functional arguments 
will be omitted unless they take on special values. 
Since is given by Equation (3.37) the relations 
(3*15)f (3»17) - (3.21) lead to the formulas 
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(n)}^ 
<9^ =L(2 
.i(; 
ZZ [ 
Xi ^ Pq + Z Pj, 
^n) 
B H 
rz 
(n) 
(n) „ 
U- * H z 
(n) 
- L L Z Qi , 
(3.W 
Z Qo"^ - (1 - 2cr)Qii^| » 
Z Po"^ + 2(1 -cr)pij^ j , 
where L and H are given by 
I. « - E/[7raCl-cr2)3 , H « l/[7r(l -cr)'] . (3.if2) 
An inspection of the Bkjuations (3.38) - (3»^2) shows 
that the stress and displacement components can now be 
determined explicitly in terms of the P*s and Q*s» In 
order to obtain answers in a satisfactory foim it is there­
fore necessary to evaluate the integrals Pg^^ Qs'^^ 
a  s -li 0, 1 and n » 1, 2| •••! m» It will be seen that 
these integrals can be evaluated in closed form in terms 
of elementary functions of the position coordinates. 
Explicit answers will be displayed for values of n up to ^  
and the method of extending the list will be clear. 
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It will be foimd convenient to introduce further 
functions D, a, of the position coordinates by the 
following definitions* 
D2 = R2 + 22, D > 0, 
q2 M 1 + Z2, q ^ 1, 
cot a w Z, 0 < a < '?r/2, Z > 0, 
« (D2- 1)2 + lfZ2, s > 0, 
tan ap = 2Z/(D2- 1), 0< p < 7r/2f 
(3.^3) 
tan Y » ,q,,,s3Tn a 0 < v <7i/2, 
q cos a + s cos p ' ' 
w « (qz • sa 2q8 cos(a-p) w > 0. 
D + Z > ^ » 
where R » r/a and Z * z/a# 
It is clear that the coordinates (r, d, z) of any 
point of the medium uniquely determine the corresponding 
values of S, q, «,••• so that it will be satisfactory to 
present answers in terms of D, q, a,.»« as well as H, Z« 
From the expressions for Fn(t) given in (3»29) it is 
evident that the P»s and Q's defined in (3.'fO) are linear 
p 
combinations of the integrals Cjjj^(R,Z) defined by 
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C^(R,Z) - It"''] 
oO 
n+l4.2n-2 
S^(R,Z) = 
1 t2 ^ ... 
^ fs^Wl * (2n-25l 
- cos t y Jp(Rt) dt, 
t |t • f ^ rL>iu 
(3.W 
- sin Jp(Rt) dt, 
where p » 0 or 1 and, for each n, the associated value of 
k will be such as to make the integrals convergent. These 
integrals are evaluated in the appendices. In Appendix A 
it is stipulated that Z be strictly positive but this re­
striction is removed in Appendix B. The range of values 
of n considered is from 0 to ^  but this could be extended 
if required. 
Since the C*s and S's are expressible in simple 
closed from (see Appendices A and B) so are the P*s and 
Q'si in fact, the actual linear combinations of the former 
which yield the latter are as followsi 
pU) =. -(V2) C?,,.n , 
~ - 8°,»-n » 
p;^3) . -(<(?rA)C?^i.„ + (9'r/2)sJ,,.„ + (9»S'2)CJ^3.„ , 
- (32/3)C?,i-n + 32 + 61f 
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0 
-6M" 9 
(1) 1 (3*^5) 
Qn - -C /2) Cm.n » 
(2) . i 
Qjj « - ^  ^ ^ i,a-n » 
= (9TA)cl^i.„ + (9n-/a)sl^2.„ + (W2)C2,j.„ , 
C^) , . 1 
Qn « - (32/3)Ci,ji.ij + 32 S^^a-n ^2,3«n 
Equations (3«38)» (3«39) and (3.^-1) show that the 
stress and displacement at any point (r, 8) z) of the 
Bieditm are known explicitly once the P*s and Q*s have 
been computed. The determination of and u^^^^ 
requires for each n, the evaluation of six integrals. 
For example, if n " 2, these six integrals are found to 
be as followst 
(2) . f \ 
Pi = If (s cos f - Y) f 
Po^^ « (YZ - s sin p) Y 
(2) 
P-i «« -Y(2Z - R + 2) -hs cos p + 3qs sln(o+p), 
(2) -4 ( ) (3«^) 
Qi * I s sin p - (q/s)cos(a-p)v , 
(2) «•! ( 2 1 
Qo « ^R I s cos p - (qs/2)sin(a+P) • R Y/2 [ 9 
32 
(2/3R) I -2 - 3qs cos(a+p) + 3R^2Y 
3 2 1 
+ s sin 3p - 3R s sin p V , 
where the symbols a, Yi*** have the meanings which have 
been assigned to them in the relations (3«^3)* 
An alternative, and probably more efficient, method 
for evaluating the integrals described in 
Appendix C» 
The quantity "a", which is present in most of the 
eqmtions, can be determined by equating the total load 
to the integral of z«»0 region r<a. 
F. Spherical Indentation 
Consider now the case where the surface of contact is 
spherical, the radius being c* Since the preceding theory 
assumes that all displacements are small, the equation of 
the sphere may be approximated by 
2 
z » AQ + Agr + A»|,r , (3*^7) 
3 
where Aa = -l/2c and A^ = -l/8c • This may be called the 
quartic approximation# For many purposes sufficient accu­
racy would be obtained by taking Ai^ « 0, but the quartic 
approximation is chosen here to illustrate the procedure 
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for more general problems as well as to achieve greater 
accuracy for the spherical case* 
From Equations (3*38) SLtid (3*39) it follows that the 
stress and displacement are given by 
<r- 2 —(a) ^ (>») 
« Aja + Ai^a , 
2 (2) ih) (3A8) 
UjL » Aga Uj^ + Ai»a u^ , 
^(2) ^(^^) (2) ih) 
where j » j determined explieit3y 
from Equations (3AI), (3*^5) and the list of integrals in 
the appendices. It remains to evaluate the quantities a 
and Ao in terms of the total load and the other constants 
of the problem# 
From (3*^1) it follows that 
and) by using (3*^5) and Appendix one finds that, for 
R < 1, 
(2), » , , 2.1-/2 
Po (R,0) SI - lf(l - R ) ' , 
Ch) 2 2 1/2 
Po (R,0) « -(32/9) (1 + 2R ) (1 - R ) . 
Hence, for R < 1, 
" nht%c { ^ ^  j 
3^ 
Substituting this in the relation 
W « - 2 TTR dR , 
0 
wh«re W is the total load, one obtains, as the equation to 
determine a, 
^1 + |iyj « 3 c I a , (3.»f9) 
If a is small compared with c, this equation has the 
approximate solution 
. ,  y y > . ,  3^,5,, 
and so the circle of contact is known. 
The maximum depth of penetration is Ao and is giv^ 
by Equation (3.35)» namely, 
Ao = - 2 Aja - (8/3)Ai>a 
« (a^/c) + (aV3c^)* (3«51) 
If quasi-static conditions are assumed to prevail dur* 
ing the deformation, the work V done in indenting the 
medium is given by 
AQ a 
V « J W dAo • fw C3Ao/2a) da 
0 ^0 
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-rrrSlfikL— 
15(1- cr^)c'' 1 + 
l6a^ . \ 
21^ + 2^ j • 
The components of stress on the axis of symmetry are 
foimd to be 
Tj^(0,Z) « '^©e(0,2) 
" (1-^^) e [2(1+<^HZ cot"'z - 1) + ^  
* Icl " C'H-2o-)(i-3z%3Z^cot"'z)]J , 
(3.52) 
a- c [ife • 1+Z2 
+ 62 (Z cot 
-z . .,)] , 
'7^2(0,2) » 0. 
It follows that the Equations (3#52) give the princi­
pal stresses and so the maximum shearing stress at a depth 
z below the origin is 
'^^(z) * |'^r(0»2) - I • (3.53) 
2. P^rabQiQj.4aX apprpylgi^t^ijioB 
To simplify the exposition, further discussion will 
be confined to the cruder approximation where the equation 
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of the sphere is taken as z « A© - t^/2c* Since this is 
the equation of a paraboloid of revolution it may be 
called the paraboloidal approximation. It is clear that 
the results here may be considered as a first approxi­
mation for a problem involving any axially symmetric punch 
which has finite curvature 1/c at the vertex# 
Setting 
L' « E a/ {27rc(l (fS)} , 
H» «= - a / [2-7rc(l -<r)^ , 
one finds that the components of stress and displacement 
at any point of the medium are given by 
T^p(R,Z) « L« |Po - ZPi - (l-2^r)R"^Q.i+ (Z/R)Qo} , 
%QiRiZ) « L'[2<rPo + (l-2cr)R'Q.i. (Z/R)Qo| , 
^zzi^,Z) « L' (Po + Z Pi) , 
Tj.^(R,Z) « L»Z Qi , 
UpCRyZ) « H*|z Qo - (1 - 2(r 
UgCRjZ) « H» |z Po +2(1 -(r)P.i| , 
where the P's and Q's are given in Equations (3»^-6), the 
superscript (2) being ignored. 
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By making use of the lists of integrals in the ap­
pendices, it is foimd that the components of stress and 
displac^ent at points of the boundary are given by 
' -(1-R%^% (l-2cr) [l-(l.R^)^'] /(3R^), 
(1 . 2cr)/(3R^), 
' -2cr(l-R^)^^-(l-2(r) [l-(l-R^)^^J/(3R^), 
- (1 - 2cr) / (3R^), 
Kryy(R,0) -
N-TqqCR.O) « 
NTj,^(R,0) = - (1 - R ) ^ , 
0 , 
r^^CR.o) « 0 , 
(3.55) 
[l - (1 - H')''''] /OH), 
Ujj(R,0) » 
l/(3R)f 
2. 
(2 - R ; 
2 r 2 1/2 2 •! ~l 
(a Ac) [CR - 1) + (2 - R )csc ^ 
(aV2c) ^) 
where 
N • IXC (1 - iT )/(2Ea) 
and, in each formula, the upper line on the right-hand side 
is valid for R ^  1 and the lower line for R > 1« It is 
evident frcan inspection that each component of stress and 
displacement is continuous at R « !• 
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On the axis of symmetry 
••1 
N -C-COjZ) « (l+cr)(z cot" Z - 1) + 1/ [^2(1+Z )1 , 
rr 
« N-r^gCO.Z), 
(3.56) 
T^^gCOjZ) « - 1/(1 + Z®), 
'^r2(0»Z) » 0, 
Therefore, the ikiuations (3.56) give the principal stresses 
and so the maxinmm shearing stress at a depth z belov the 
origin is 
'^ai(z) « (if 1 i 2^ 2(U(r)(Zcot" Z -1) 
and this is a maximum when z " ZQ a cot \diere 
8(1 +<7-)^ « (10 + h<r-)ain 2p - 3 sin 
If the Poisson's ratio cr is taken to be 0,3, one finds 
that p » 1,122... and cot p == O.^-Sl..* so that the maxi-
mtnB shearing stress occurs at a depth zo " 0.^81 a 
below the origin* This is the point at which the elastic 
medium is most likely to fail in shear. It is of interest 
to compare this maximum shearing value with stress values 
at the origin; the approximate results are 
'^m(zo) « 3.08'^(O) = - 0,618 '^2^0,0). 
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IV. PIANE-STMIN INDENTATION OF AN 
ORTHOTROPIC MEDIUM 
A. Stat^ent of the Problem 
Consider a semi-infinite elastic meditim with a plane 
boundary* Using rectangular Cartesian coordinates ix^y^z) 
with the origin on the boundary, choose the x-axis so that 
it is directed normally into the medium. In this chapter 
it is assumed that the medium is orthotropie, as defined 
by I. S. Sokolnikoff (12| p.62)9 with the coordinate planes 
as planes of elastic symmetry and that, in addition, the 
physical properties of the medium are unaltered in de­
scription when the y- and z- axes are interchanged. 
The main problem in this chapter is to determine the 
stress in the medium v^en the plane boundary is indented 
with a rigid punch which is in the form of a long cylinder 
with generators parallel to the z-axis. All sections by 
planes perpendicular to the z-axis will then be identical 
in behavior so that the problem becomes two-dimensional, 
that is, one of plane-strain. It is, therefore, sufficiertb 
to confine attention to the plane z * 0 and to consider 
the stress at the point (x,y). 
ko 
Farther, it will b© assiamed that the pimch is well 
lubricated, that it is in contact with the medium over 
the strip -a < y < a, and that the curve of contact in 
the (x, y) plane is syimnetrical about the x-axis. More 
precisely, the curve of contact will be assumed to be of 
the polynomial form 
X = g(y) = ^  Anlyj" , )y| < a. ("f.D 
0 
Contrary to expectation, this problem presents 
greater difficulty, even in the isotropic case, than the 
analogous three-dimensional problem discussed in Chapter 
III, This is largely due to the fact that the method of 
solution via dual integral equations fails in the ap­
parently simple case where g(y) is a constant* This ex­
ceptional case is therefore separately considered in 
Section C and the results so obtained are used to complete 
the solution of the more general probl«B in Section D. 
Throughout this chapter it will be assumed that the 
body forces in th© medium are negligible and that there is 
no external load apart from that due to the punch* Also, 
the strains are supposed to be small so that the classical 
theory of elasticity may be used* 
kl 
B. The Potential Function 0 
Plane-strain phenomena in an orthotropic mediiM of 
the type described above have been studied by R* H. Tripp 
and D. L» Holl (16) and this section is a summary of the 
first part of their paper with a slight modification in 
the notation* 
Four elastic constants Ey, which may be 
called generalized Young's moduli and Poisson*s ratios, 
are used to specify the elastic properties of such an 
orthotropic substance* They are connected by one relation 
Ejj/Ey, » ^y/^x convenient to introduce two more 
elastic constants k and K defined by 
k' . E/®x" VS ' 
k'(1 -ffy) -
For the sake of simplicity Ey , will henceforth be 
written as E, <5", respectively without the subscript* 
Hence, 
K^(l - cr^) « k^(i - cr^k^)* (^*2) 
Under plane-strain conditions, the equilibritim equa­
tions and the compatibility relations are satisfied if the 
stress components are derivable from a potential function 
h2 
0 in accordance with the eqxiations 
"Tyy S Vja/^X*, 
-T^ « -
where 0(x, y )  satisfies the differential equation 
The displacement components (u, v) are then given by 
the equations 
eC^u/^X) « k^l- k^) r- • kV(l+<5-)^^ , 
x& yy 
EC^v/^y) « Cl-<r )Tyy . kV(l+(r)T^ , (if.5) 
G jc^u/^y) + C^v/^x)! » , 
where G is a shear modulus defined by the relation 
2  2 2 2  2 2 2 2  
1/G « k (1- <rk + cr+cr) + i-cr+k (T + k c ,(^,6) 
For the isotropic case Ej^^EysE, cT 
and K « k « !• 
^3 
C. The Equivalent Dual Integral Equations 
The problem on hand, as stated in Section A, is equi­
valent to the task of solving the differential Equation 
subject to the boundary conditions 
,-7— 2 2 
-^0 as x+y —, (^.7) 
*• 0 identically in y, (^#8) 
x«0 
Wx-O" |y| < ®» 
•- -• x*0 
The procedure henceforth is mainly fonnal, but once a 
solution is obtained it can be verified* The main defect 
is that the uniqueness of the solution is not assured 
mathematically. 
Suppose 0(x, y) is the desired solution and let 
3ixt p) be its Fourier transform relative to y, namely, 
oo 
-a I 0(x,p) - / 0(x,y) e dy. 
— oO 
By making the assumption, suggested by condition 
that 1)^0/^ 0 as \y\ oo for n « 1, 2, 3, 
it follows that the differential Equation for 
Mf 
0(x, y) implies that the Fourier transform j0(x, p) sati«-
fies the ordinary differential equation 
f , 2, 2 2 2 »»-l — |d -Cl + K)pD + Kp i 0, 
i.e., (D^ - (D^ - 1 « 0 , (^.11) 
where D « d/dx and p is regarded as a parameter* 
In view of the condition ikm?) one chooses a solution 
of (*f«ll) of the form 
-Iplx -KlPl* 
0(x,p) =» A e + B e , (^.12) 
where A and B depend on 
Now, from the relation 
it follows that 
» ipCd^/dx) , 
where bars over a symbol indicate Fourier transforms. 
The inversion of the last equation yields 
^ r" - -ipy 
as (1/2^0 i p (d0/dx) e dB 
r  (  -)pix 
« (l/27ri) / pipl (Ae +KBe 
Pl -Klp|x\ -ipy 
le dp 
so that condition (l^.8) will be satisfied if 
A + KB » 0. 
Therefore, if one chooses 0 to be of the forai 
-iplx -Kipix 
^(x,p) a B(^) (K e - • ) , (^.15) 
then it remains only to deteraiine B(p) so that the last 
two boundary conditions (^.9), (^.10) are also met. From 
the relation 
'^xx ® y^ 
it follows, by taking the Fourier transform of each side 
with respect to y, that 
0(x»P)» 
ipy 
provided ( ^ 0/ ^ y - ip0 ) e 
tends to zero as y tends to • This latter condition 
will be assumed to hold. The inversion theorem applied to 
the last equation above now yields 
oo 
f 2 / -IPI* -K|p|x\ -ipy 
= -Cl/a-TT) I p B(p) f Ke - e ) e dp • 
(lf.l6) 
Therefore, the condition (M-.IO) will be met if 
2 -ipy 
p B(p) e dp = 0 , |y| > a. (>^.17) 
In order to meet the remaining boundary condition it 
is desirable to express u in terms of This is done by 
first seeking v. Making similar assumptions as before on 
the behavior of 0 as y tends to infinity, one obtains 
from the second of Eqtiations (^*5) 
-ipEvCxjp) * (1 - a^)(d^^/dx^) + k^cr(i , 
where bars indicate, as always in this chapter, Fourier 
transforms with respect to y. Substituting for 3 frcan 
(^••15) into the last equation one obtains, after some 
simplification, 
E v(x,p) » ipB(p) (1 +cr) (b e 
where 
b « K(1 -<r+ k cr ), 
b» = K^Cl " ( T )  + kV . 
The Fourier inversion theorem now yields 
E V « (l/27r) (1+cr) pB(p) b e L (• 
-IPlx -Kipjx^ -ipy 
- b*® /e dp« 
(^.,20) 5 
h7 
In a similar way the third of Equations after 
the Fourier transform of each side is taken, gives 
G |-i p u + (dv/dx)| « ip(d^/dx)« (^-.21) 
Substituting in this eqtiation for v froB Eqtaation (M-.18) 
and for 3 from Equation (^.l?) one obtains 
- / -iPl* -K|plx\ 
G u « Klp\B(p) fee + c»e J , (^.22) 
where 
c « 1 + (G/E) (1 +a-) (1 - cr+ kV) , 
c» « -1 + (G/E) (1 /(l-C) + k®cr , 
(^.23) 
The Foiirier inversion theorem applied to Equation (^^.22) 
now yields 
( -IPl* -K|p|x\ -ipy 
27rGu « K I iplB(p) ( c e + c»e ) e dp . 
(^.2^) 
Hence, the remaining boundary condition (^*9} will be 
satisfied if 
-ipy 
K(c + c») I IPIB(P) e dp » 2^G g(y) , )y| < a. 
(^+•25) 
It is now clear that the desired form fort^(x,p) is 
given by Equation (^.15) where B^p) satisfies the pair of 
hQ 
dual Integral Equations (^.2?), (lf#17)« As there is sym­
metry about the x-axis in the problem of this chapter it 
follows from Equation (^.15) and the definition of the 
Fourier transform that B(p) is an even function, so that 
the dual equations may be written 
oo 
Jp B(p) cos yp dp » g(y) , ly| < a, 
0 
CO 
2 
/ p B(p) cos yp dp » 0 , |yj > a, 
0 
or 9 
OO 
J-iA(yp)dp - . |yl < a, 
(jf»26) 
J p^'^^BCp) J.i/2(yp)dp » 0, |y| > a. 
0 
With the substitutions 
t » op , Y « y/a, (^.27) 
the dual Equations (^.26) become 
oo 
f(t) J.i/a(yt) dt « M gi&D/V^t ly| < 1, 
(^.28) I tit) J-i/aCYt) dt « 0, |y| >1, 0 
where 
M - 0 
KCc+c«) (^.29) 
^9 
5/2 
f(t) « t B(t/a) • (^.30) 
So the mixed boundary value problwa of this chapter is 
reduced to the task of solving the dual Equations (^••28) 
for f(t)« When this is done one can then detensine 0 by 
using Equations (^-.l?) and (^-.30), and an application of 
the Fourier inversion theorem would then give i9(X)y)» 
However, it is more convenient to obtain the cosiponents 
of stress and displaceosent directly from f(t)« To do this, 
first consider Equation (^#16). Putting 
X « x/a (^.31) 
and remembering that B(p) is an even function related to 
f(t) by Equation (^*30)» one obtains frcan (^••16) 
, r"i/2 -Xt -KXt 
^ t f(t) (K e - e )cos Yt dt. C^.32) 
0 
In similar fashion one finds 
^ If T-i/a -Xt -KXt 
yy " TTa^ I ^  - K e )cos Yt dt, (^.33) 
0 
^ T, r"i/2 -Xt -KXt 
0 «, 
t """fCt) (c e + c'e )cos Yt dt, 
K f '3/2 , . , -Xt -KXt 
^ IrGSrj • * * 
N r"-3/2 -Xt -KXt (^.35) 
V  .  /  t  fCt) ( b e  -  b 'e )sin Yt dt, 
0 
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where b, h*, c, c' have already been defined, namely, 
b  » K ( 1  - cr +  k V  ) ,  
b»« K^(l -cr) + k^cr , 
c • 1 - (G/E) (1 +cr) (1 « <5-+ k ), 
c - 1 + (G/E) (1 +(r) |/(i -<r) + k V j  .  
0* Indentation by a Rectangular Bloek 
The object of this section is to solve the problem 
stated in Section A when g(y) is a constant* For this 
ease it appears that the equivalent dual integral equa« 
tions do not have a solution. Hence, the proeedtire in 
this section is rather indirect. 
Suppose the boundary x * 0 is subjected to the 
loading 
QCy) 
r W/C-TrVa^- y^), |y|<a, 
ih,37) 
0 » I y| > a, 
where M is clearly the total applied load. It will ap­
pear later that this loading produces a constant de­
flection under the load and so yields a solution to the 
problem of this section. 
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Nov let 0(x, y) be the solution of the differential 
Equation which satisfies the boundary conditions 
2 2 T 4C » ^ 0 as X + y ^ , 
0 identically in y, 
s«o 
[^1 " -
'x?s0 
(^.38) 
(^.39) 
(h.kO) 
The results of Section B show that, to meet conditions 
(>f.38) and (^.39)» the Fourier transform of 0 with re­
spect to y should be of the form 
?(x,p) = B(p) |K • -Iplx -K|p|x - e } •  (kAl) 
To satisfy the remaining boundary condition (^.^0) it is 
necessary to choose B(p) so that 
p B(p) cos yp dp « 
W/ [(K-1)'Va^^] f 171 < a» 
.  0 |  l y j  >  a .  
Upon inversion this gives 
r 
cos By dv 
Ya®- y2 
W Jo(pa)» (k.k2) 
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From and it follows that 
?(x.P) - A 
«\p\x -Kiplx 
K « - e . (^A3) 
Taking the Fourier transforms of Equations (^.3)| 
substituting for l^CxiP) from C^-.^S) and then using the 
inversion theorem, one obtains 
oo 
^  J I ®  ^  "  ( V K ) e  ^  J cos yp dp, 
® (if.Mf) 
-7- xj V r'^ ( "P* -Kpx) 
yy • I JoCpa) |e - K e V cos yp dp, 
0 
oo 
xy * TTiftfiy J Jo(Pa) ^ + e ^  j sin yp dp, (ifA6) T, 
It Is convenient now to Introduce the complex variables 
z and s defined by 
z « x + l y  s » K j c + i y  ( ^ - ^ 7 )  
Hence by making use of the integral (see Magnus and 
Oberhettlnger (7, p.^7)), 
oO 
e Jo(Yt) dt - (b% j, I^yI, Cf.W 
0 
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one obtains if x is positive, 
-px 4? 1 
e cos py Jo(Ba) dp » a f 
z 
oo 
r 
J 
0 
oo 
-px 
2 2 9 
fa "f s 
-Kpx ^ 3L 
e cos p y  J o ( p a )  d p  *  —  
_<f i_ 
e sin py Jo(pa) dp « rj- 2 , 
7a + 
CifA9) 
z  
o 
00 
-Kpx _ ^  1 
e sin py Jo(pa) dp « ^ ^  i 
a  
Hence, at an interior point (x positive), the stress com­
ponents given in Equations - (^••^-6) become 
XX TTCK-D ^ 
JLZIL 
, fa +z 
yy -n-{K-i) ^ 
JL 
l t%7 s 
, (^.50) 
The values of the stress components at points of the 
boundary can most easily be found directly from the 
Equations « (M-.>+6) by putting x =» 0, although 
they can be obtained from Equations by a con­
tinuity argument. In any casei there results 
agreeing with the boimdary conditions (^.39), (^.30)• 
The determination of the displacement Is more awk­
ward. The method used in Section C, leading to Equations 
(*f«35) will fall here since the Fourier inversion theo­
rem will be found to be inapplicable. So one substitutes 
the values of the stress given by Equations into 
the primary relations (^••5) and obtains 
Tyy(0,y) « K '?^(0,y) , 
« 0, 
a + Ka»si), (N-.51) 
- ^ (Y z.  Y'3.), 
(?y " /<2i - si), 
(^.52) 
(^.53) 
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\^ere th® newly introduced symbols are defined by 
2 2 -1/2 2 2.-1/2 
2l * (a + Z ) f SjL a (a + s ) 
a « k:^(l-(rk^)+k<5"(l+<r). 
f 
a« « k^(l-<rk^)// +k^<r(i+cr), 
2 
Y « (1 - Cf + k <5^ ) (1 + cr ), 
y' « (1 + <5-) {k(1 - cr) + (kV)/K)} . 
Integration of Equations (^.51) and ('+•52) yield 
^ ^ ® sinh ^(z/&) + a'sinh ^(s/a)| 
4- F(y) , 
(>•.55) 
V « |y sinh ^(z/a) - y'sinh ^(s/a)} 
+ G(x) , (if. 56) 
i where the inverse hyperbolic functions are to be inter­
preted as their principal values. By considerations of 
symmetry it is clear that v must vanish when y « 0 and 
this implies that G(x) is identically zero. When the 
expressions for u and v given in (*+.55) and (^-.56) are sub­
stituted into Equation (M-.53) there results 
G/E) |^F»(y) + {(tt+Y)2i - (<!•+ KyOsi^J « ofCzx - Si). 
(^.57) 
FrcMB the relations and (Jf.6) one finds that 
so that the Equation (^.57) is valid if| and only if, 
F»(y) « 0# Therefore, FCy) Is a constant, say D, and so 
the displacement components are given by Equations 
and (^.56) vith F(y) replaced by D and G(x) by zero. If 
one sets x « 0 in Equation (^.55) it is found that the 
quantity in the square brackets is ptirely imaginary for 
|y| < a, showing that the deflection is constant under 
the load. Therefore, the problem solved in this section 
is precisely the one propounded at the outset. 
The resiilt for the isotropic case can be derived 
from those just obtained by letting K tend to unity and 
using 1 'Hospital's theorem. For example, the first of 
Equations (^.50) yields, in the isotropic case, 
agreeing with the result obtained by Sneddon (11, p«^32), 
apart from an erroneous factor of -nr in his formula. 
o  +  Y  *  a '  +  K y ' *  E / G  t  
(w/T) ^  H' a , 
(a + z ) 
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It should be observed that (^•56) give in­
finite values for u, v at infinity. This is a Imown 
defect of the classical theory for plane-strain defor­
mations and is noted by S, Timoshenlco (13» p.88) and 
D. L. Holl p.M-8). The constant D may be chosen so 
that an arbitrarily selected point on the surface is 
taken as a standard reference point relative to which 
the other displacements are measured and the formulas 
for the displacements are considered to be valid only 
over a certain finite range. If D is chosen to be 
(2'n/K)(K-l)(l-<5"2)log 2 then the results for the iso­
tropic case agree with those obtained by M# Sadowsky 
(8) by an entirely different method. 
Symmetric Indentation of Polync»:iial Type 
This section is devoted to the main problem of the 
chapter as stated in Section A, the equation of the in­
denting punch being 
m 
X » g(y) « ^  A^jyP , ly|<a» ('<•.58) 
0 
It should be observed that Aay*.. are geometric con­
stants of the punch whereas AQ is not. It is now con­
venient to introduce two new constants CQ and Ci by the 
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definitions 
Co « - , (^.59) 
1 
Cj, * A© •• Co f (^*60) 
v^ere Yn glv®n "by Equation (2.12) • 
The stress and displacesient in the medim are de­
rived frcMB g(y) by means of linear operations so that 
the problem being considered may be solved by super­
posing the solutions of two indentation problems, the 
first being that due to a punch whose equation is 
m 
X « hCy) « Co + lyl<ai (^.61) 
1 
and the second that due to the penetration of a rectangular 
block to a depth Cj.* The second problem has already been 
solved in Section C so that it remains to deal with the 
case where the ciarve of contact is given by Equation (^.61) 
with Co given by Equation (^.59). 
From Section C it follows that the stress and dis-
plac^ent are obtainable from fCt) by the relations (^••31) -
(^•36)9 where f(t) is the solution of the dual integral 
eqimtions. 
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f(t) J.i/aCYt) dt « M h(aY)/yY , )Yl < 1, 
0 OO (^^•62) 
f(t) J«i/aCYt) dt » 0 , Y > 1, 
0 
wher® 
M - ipJLa!.. . (i».63) 
K(e + c') 
The dual integral Eqxiations (M-.62) are exactly of 
the type for which an explicit solution was developed 
in Section C of Chapter II. Therefore, the solution for 
f(t) is 
f(t) « M ^  Ana'^fn(t) , (»f.6if) 
1 
where 
1 
fnCt) « - f Ji(tu) du, (»f.65) 
0 
Qn « ^ 2 r (Cn+l)/2)/ T (n/2) « 2^2 y^/n. ih.66) 
The stress and displacement can now be obtained froa 
Equations (^*31) - In order to express the answexs 
in simple form it is convenient to introduce scane new 
quantities by the definitions 
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z « X + ly S « KX + iY , (^.67) 
i oo 
r r 
p m u'^dlu 
J 
0 0 
u"du 
v/ 
t® Ji(ut) e dt , 
-Zt 
r 
-St 
t Ji(ut) • dt , 
(^.68) 
(if.69) 
(.h.70) 
Xl 9> 2 0 
a V/TKCc-fc') 
This last expression for L becomes, after substitution 
for c+c» from (^#36), 
2 E 
a (1- a- )K(K -1) 
(^.71) 
The integrals (1+.68), (^.69) are required only for 
m « 0 or 1. They can be evaluated by using the standard 
integrals (see Magnus and Oberhettinger (7, p.'if?)) 
-pt 
e Ji(ut) dt » u ^ ^ 1 - p/ Vu^+ p^ ^  , (k,72) 
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aC 
t • ^ Ji(iit) dt = u (u^ + p^) I (^#73) 
these being valid for p > 0, Hence one obtains 
1 
:,i) - r U°"' I Po„(X I I u"" O - z(»' + du 9 
n-fl 2 2 «•'? /2 
Pin(X,y) « / u (u + Z ) du , Cf.??) 
0 
I  
/
n-i ( 2 2 -i/a"* 
u |l - S(u + S ) ' I du , ih,76) 
9  
f n+1 2 a, -3/2 
Qin(X,y) » ) u (u + S ) du . (^.77) 
J o  
After substituting for f(t) from {k*6h) • (^•66) 
into Equations (^.32) - (^.35) one now obtains 
m 
T* XX 
' i 
' *n fn P»n " "^'n) . 
m 
a An yA fi'^CPin • K Qin) j 
1 
m 
^ An a^Pin • Qin> » ^^-78) 
1  
m 
u .^(-aKVG)^A„ a°(c Po„ + c'Qon) . 
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m  
y *  -  [aCl +cr)/E]^^ A„ yA a (b - b'(Jo„) , 
the first three eqiiations being restricted by the con­
dition that X be positive in order to avoid divergent 
integrals* Asterisks have been used above on the symbols 
'T and 11 as these are not the final components of stress 
and displacement* If, in the problem of the penetration 
of a rectangular block to a depth ci,, the various quanti­
ties be distinguished by the superscript (cO, then the 
stress and displacement components for the main problem 
of this chapter are given by 
Ui « Uj[* + Ui^\ (^.79) 
AlsoI if W is the total load applied to the boundary» 
(o) 
W » W* + W * (^.80) 
- w 
The expression for given in (^••78), after an inte­
gration by parts, may be combined with the expression 
for obtained from to yield 
-f « T"* + t(o) 
— XX + XX 
m 
XX  
1+Za 1+S2 
' W ^ ( 
a^ K-1) + Vn»°| I 
m 1 
^ ^0 V Vu^+Z^ 7u®+sV 
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Hence, Tyy Is finite at the point X « 0, Y »» 1| if and 
only if 
m 
Wi » - a^CK - 1)L ^  ih.82) 
X 
Therefore, from (^.81) and two similar equations, one 
obtains final expressions for the stress components, 
namely, 
m ^1 
T' a L(^/ A„Yna'^n ^ ^ ^ ) du , 
m 
" -UU^y^ A Yia°n I -a" ^ ^ ^ ^ <5" « 
yy n'n V^PTTV 
m rl 
« -L K  ^ Ay* a^n ) ^ ^ ^ du , 
 ^ ^ i/;?rTv 
Ct.sa) 
These integrals are elementary so that the stress CCM-
ponents are expressible in closed form in terms of 
simple functions. Also, an inspection of C^.SB) shows 
immediately that the boundary conditions on TVy and 
^xy satisfied. 
It is important to determine the qtzantity a in 
tems of the total load V and the other constants of 
the problem# To do this, one first writes down 
6k 
fxxCO.Y) - L ^  AnTia°n[ , 0 < Y < 1. 
» J y(u - T) 
Y 
Hence) 
W « - 2 a I -^(O.Y) dY 
m 
= .^a (K - 1) {k.m 
1 
- Wi , 
the last step being obvious after consulting 
After substituting for L from Equation (H-.71) one 
obtains from the relation 
2 m 
W(1 - cr )K(K + 1) + 2^/nn 21 ° 
1 
from which a can be determined. 
She components of displacement are found by simple 
superposition of the results contained in Equations 
(^•78) aM (^•51?) - ik,^6)m To check the boundary con» 
dition on u , one finds that, if X » 0 and 0 <. Y < 1, 
Y 
n(O.Y) - e» - agiim:) 
and, with the help of (^.23), (^.59), (^.70), simplifies 
to the relation 
The right-hand member of this equation is, by virtue of 
Equations (^.58), (M-.60) precisely g(y) so that the 
boundary condition on u is verified. 
It has now been verified that the final expressions 
for the stress and displacement do, in fact, satisfy all 
the boundary conditions# To complete the verification of 
the solution one can substitute the expressions 
for the stress components into the equilibrium equations 
and the compatibility relation An inspection of 
(^•83) shows immediately that the equilibriian eqtaations 
(^•86) are satisfied. Also, the compatibility relation 
can be written in the form 
i 
(V^x)<c^ + « 0 , 
(^/^x) + OAy) • 0 f 
(J+.86) 
+ K = 0 , 
and this is clearIv satisfied since 
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F. Deduction of the Isotropic Case 
The results for the Isotropic case can be easily 
obtained from the last section by letting K tend to unity 
In the various formulas. The quantities £, will now be 
the unique Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the 
material. Therefore, letting K —^ 1 in (M-.SS) and using 
1'Hospital's theorem, one obtains for the stress com­
ponents in the isotropic case 
1 
m r 
* a Y7rfl«(r^) ® 
0 
® 1 
n-i, 2 2 
3i (u ^  ^ + Ml 
/ 2 2.3/2 
(u + Z ) 
aV^a-(r^) Z_Vn«°J (TTzV^ 
dUt 
m ^ 
^ n-i 
a S-J—jp. of A YI S—i / g  
Also, the equation to determine the quantity a is now 
m 
(1 -(r^)W + VTTE > Aj^Yj^a*^ » 0 . 
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This last result agrees with that given by Sneddon (11, 
apart from his omission of £• However, Sneddon 
does not give final expressions for the stress but gives 
formulas for what corresponds to the of the last 
section# Altogether his treatment of the isotropic case 
leaves much to be desired since he appears to assume 
that the Busbridge formula does give a proper solution 
of the dual equations and, moreover, he uses an artificial 
condition about "zero resultant force on the boundary"# 
However, his answers, with minor corrections, can be used 
to obtain expressions for the stress components in agree­
ment with those given above. 
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V. SUMMARY 
The central topic of this dissertation is the so­
lution of mixed boundary value problems of the Boussinesq 
type in elasticity by using the method of dual integral 
equations introduced by Harding and Sneddon (3)» The 
main results may be separated into three parts* 
Firstly, in Chapter II, the Busbridge formula for 
the solution of the dual equations is studied when the 
parameters have certain values which lie outside the 
ranges for which the formula was established# When s = -1, 
p * 0 and g(u) is a polynomial, it is shown that the 
formula is still valid* However, when s « -1, p » -1/2 
and u g(u) is a polynomial, it is proved that the Bus-
bridge fonaula definitely fails to provide a solution 
^lnless there is a certain linear relation among the co­
efficients of the polynomial* These facts have not 
hitherto been noted in the literature on the subject as 
far as the author is aware* 
Secondly, in Chapter III, a solution is obtained 
for the problem of a semi-infinite isotropic elastic 
solid whose plane boundary is indented by an axially 
symmetric rigid punch in such a way that the equation 
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of the surfaee of contact can be represented, In cy­
lindrical coordinates, in the form z » g(r), where g(r) 
is a polyn(»nial in r« This problem has been treated ex­
haustively by Sneddon (9 and 10) for the cases where g(r) 
is a constant or a linear expression in r, so that the 
present investigation in this thesis is an extension of 
Sneddon's work to more general polynomials, A noteworthy 
feature of the results is the fact that the stress and 
displacement at any point are obtainable explicitly as 
finite combinations of simple functions* As an illus­
tration, spherical indentation is given special consider­
ation. 
Finally, in Chapter IV, the analogous two-dimension­
al (plane-strain) problem is solved for an orthotropic 
medium with a certain kind of elastic symmetry. Again the 
results are obtained in simple closed form suitable for 
computational purposes. Also, the final solution is fully 
verified. By letting the elastic constant K tend to unity 
one obtains results for the isotropic case which are in 
general agreement with formulas given by Sneddon, However, 
Sneddon's presentation is unsatisfactory in several re­
spects, even though he obtains essentially correct answers, 
so that the method used in this thesis is not exactly 
similar to his. 
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VIII. APPENDICES 
Appendix A 
This appendix is devoted to the evaluation of the 
integrals C^j^(R,Z), S^k^RfZ) defined in (3.^). It will 
be stipulated here that Z is to be strictly positive, but 
this restriction will be removed in Appendix B. Only 
those values of p, n, k will be considered which arise in 
the main problem of Chapter III when gCr) is a polynomial 
of degree no higher than four. 
To evaluate the integrals in question one may start 
with the known result (see Watson (17, P.38U-)) 
oo 
• J (bt) dt » iVfa'-f b') - a\'' , (g.i) 
" b''y(a% b') 
where ^(p)>-l and ^Ca) > l/(b)l. This yields, as 
a special case, 
CO 
^ ikt -Zt f 2 2>-l/2 
J 
e • Jo(Rt) dt a |(Z-ik) + R (8.2) 
0 
which is valid for Z > 0, R ^  0, k ^  0. Vftien R =» 0, a 
simple calculation shows that the right-hand member of 
7h 
2 2 
(8.2) must reduce to (Z + lk)/(2 + k ) which repre­
sents a point in the positive qu^^drant of the Argand 
plane. Hence, the radical in C8.2) is interpreted as 
» where 
2 2 2 2 2 
Sjj « (D - k ) + 2 k , Sjj. > 0, 
tan Zpy. « 2 Zk/(D® - k^) , 0 < < V2, 
so that 
f  ikt -Zt .1 ipv 
e e Jo(Rt) dt « s e , (8«3) 
0 
which shows that the real and imaginary parts of the 
integral are both positive or zero for the range of the 
parameters R, k, Z specified above* (The notation set up 
in (3«^3) is used throughout the appendices.) It follows 
that successive integrations of (8.2) with respect to k^ 
between 0 and k, must yield a complex number in the posi­
tive quadrant of the Argand plane. This observation will 
serve as a guide in choosing the corredt branches of the 
multi-valued functions which arise in the sequel. 
Now the integrand in (8.2) is a continuous function 
of (k,t) over the region t ^0, k > 0, and the Cauchy 
criterion shows that the integral is uniformly convergent 
(in factI absolutely-uniformly convergent) with respect 
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to k over any interval (0, k). Hence, (8.2) may be inte­
grated with respect to k between 0 and k and the order of 
integration inverted (see Titchmarsh (15, p.53))» 
gives oo 
.1 ikt -Zt 
t (1 - e )e Jo(Rt) dt (8A) 
« sinh ^(u/R) • sinh (2/R), 
where u =* Z - ik* Since the argument in sinh (u/R) is 
ccanplex it is a multi-valued function, but the method of 
choosing the correct branch has already been explained* 
Repeated integration of (8.^) with respect to k, 
"imder the integral sign" between 0 and k» can be justified 
as above, and, after setting k » 1, the separation of the 
results into real and imaginary parts yields 
Cio » (1/D) - (cos p)/s , 
0 
Cii « log w , 
0 
Ci2 « -Z log w + Y + s COS p - D , 
Caa ® *• (1/2D) , (8»5) 
C23 « (1/^) |(2Z^- R^- 2)log w - IfyZ + 3ZD 
- 3qs cos(o + B)| , 
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« (Z/12)(3R^- 2Z^+ 6)log w + (Y/12)(6Z^- 3R^- 2) 
+ D/2 + (11/36)(s^cos 3p - D^) - 5R^)s cos p - D)/12t 
0  ^  2  
511 « (R + Z ) . Y F 
0  
512 * log w + Y Z - s sin p 9 
513 « - Z log w - (YA)(2Z^- 2) - D 
+ (3A)qs sln(a + p) > 
S23 « S13 - 1/(6D) , (8.6) 
« (l/12)log w (6Z^- 3R^- 2) -¥ (YZ/12)(2Z*-3R^-6) 
+ 3ZDA - (11/36) s^sin 3P + (5/12)R®S sin p , 
S25 « (Z/12)(2-2Z^+3R'')log w - (Y/2if)(Z'^ -6Z^ +L) 
+YR^(Z^-1)/8 - YRV6^- + (11/lWs^q sln(o+3P) 
-(S/96){(1«3Z^ )COS P « (Z^ -3Z)sln P}+ D/6 
-(ll/6^)R%q sln(a+p) - llD^/36 + 5R^D/12 • 
For the corresjKjnding integrals involving the first 
order Bessel functions a similar procedure can be followed 
by starting with (8.1) with p « 1, a « Z - Ik, b » R, 
naselyi 
r 
R 
Ikt -Zt 2 2 - 1 / 2  
e e Ji(Rt) dt =» 1 - a(a + R ) 
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After successive integrations with respect to setting 
k s I| and equating real and imaginary parts| there 
results 
i 1 
« (q/s)cos(a-p) - (Z/D), RCu » D « s cos p , 
RCi2 ® (l/2)|qs cosCa^p) + R^log w • ZD + l| , 
RC22 « RCL - (1 - Z/D)/2 , 
1  f  3  2 2 (8»7) 
RC23 « (1/6)|-s cos 3p - 3R Z log w • 3R Y 
+ 3R^S cos p + D^- 3R^D - 30] f 
RCa.^ » (lA8){2s^q cos(a+3p) - l5R^sq cos(o+p)-2»fR\z 
+3R^(^Z^-^R^)log w -2ZD^+15R^ZD+12ZD - 2j , 
RSoi " 1 - s sin p , RSji » s sin p - (Z/D) 9 
2 
1 « D - (qs/2)sin(a+p) - R y/2 , 
RS12 
Rsij » (l/6)|s^sin 3p + 3R^YZ + 3R^log w - 3R^s sin B 
- 3ZD + 1^ , 
RS23 - Rsij - (1 - Z/D)/6 , (8.8) 
RS2^^ » (1/^-8){-2s^q sin(a+3p) + 15R^sq sin(a+p) + 8D^ 
- 2»fR^Z log w + 3R®y(R^'-^Z®+^)-2^R^D - 8d| , 
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HSaj « (s'/120)sln 5p - (19/lMf)R^s^sin 3P 
+ (7A8)R*'s sin p + (/A8)(12Z^.3R^-^)log w 
In Appendix A it is stipulated that Z be strictly 
positive. This condition is used to justify the process 
of Inverting the order of Integration and to ensure the 
convergence of the various integrals. However, the for­
mulas (8»5) - (8»8) remain plausible, save possibly for 
R » 0, when one puts Z « 0 in the integrand and lets Z 
tend to +0 in the right-hand members. The validity of 
the results so obtained can be established by using the 
following three lesmas (and similar ones involving the 
Bessel function of order unity)i-
Lemma 1. If k ^  0 and R  ff f  0 ,  then 
+ C»fZ^-3R^-12)R^ZYA8 - D^Z/2k 
+ 5R^DZ/16 -f ZD/12 - (1/120), 
Appendix B 
1 
-k -Zt 
t e Jo(Rt) dt 
converges uniformly for 0^ Z • 
Lemma 2* In Lmma. 1, the condition R 0 may be dropped 
if k exceeds unity* 
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Lemma 3« If k > 1/2 and R 0, then 
OO 
f -k -Zt 
t cos t e 
v> 
1 
converges uniformly for 0 ^  Z • 
Lanma 1 is proved by applying the Abel test for 
Ir •"Ztl 
uniform convergence since t ^^e is a non-increasing 
oo 
function of t for each Z ( ^  0) and ^Jo(Ht) dt is 
convergent (R 9^ 0 )• Lenanas 2 and 3 follow readily upon 
application of the Cauchy criterion for uniform con­
vergence* 
Now in the Equations (8*5) ^  (8.8)| for a fixed 
value of R ( ji* 0), the integrands are continuous function 
of (t,Z) over the region Z>0| t^O, and the integrals 
converge uniformly with respect to Z over the range Z > 0# 
Hence, the integrals are continuous functions of Z in 
this rangeI and, in particular, they are continuous at 
the point +0. Therefore, the values of the desired inte­
grals with Z « 0 are obtained from the above formulas by 
letting Z tend to 40. In some cases the restriction R ^ 0 
is unnecessary* 
As Z tends to +0, it is found frcMB (3.^3) that 
I  2 ,1 /2 
fl —^ q ^ 1, D —^ R, s jR — 1| I 
p ^fr/2 or 0 according as R ^  1, (8*9) 
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Y —^ '^2 or sin (1/R) according as R ^  1 > 
log V ^  cosh 1l/R) or 0 according as R ^  1, 
Hence, on letting Z—+0 in (8.5) - (8*8), one obtains 
the following formulas, where the upper and lower lines 
on the right-hand side of each equation are associated 
respectively with 0 ^  R < 1 and R > 1, 
CII(R,0) « 
Cia(R,0) » 
cosh ^(1/R) , 
- R 
sin"^(l/R) + yCR^ - 1) - R , 
( V 2 - R *  1 / ( 2 R ) ,  
sin'^Cl/R) -f /(R^ - 1( - R - 1/(2R), 
-1 
0 ((lA)r-(2+R )cosh' (1/R) + aVCl-R )1 , 
lo ,  
C2l^(R,0) « 
SN(R,0) « 
'-7r(2 + 3i^)/2h + R/2 + R^/9 , 
(1/36) [-(6+9R^)sin"'^( 1/R) + 18R + ^R^ 
- (^R^+ 11) V(R^-1)] , 
f(l/R) - 7r/2 , 
(1/R) - sin'^(l/R) , 
(8.10) 
0 rcosh'^d/R) -Yd - R^) , 
Si2(R,0) « 
» 
0 r^(2 + R )/8 - R , 
S3^a(R|0) A P" 2 —l 2 ~l 
\ilA) [(2+R )sin (1/R) + 3 V(R -1) - ^ RJ , 
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S23(R,0) - Si3 - 1/(6R) , 
0 fl/36)r-(6+9R )cosh (1/R) + (U-i-M-R )Vl^], 
SawCRfO) « \ 
lo, 
0 fR(3+2R^)/18 -^RI/^8)+(R^/16)+RVI28)] , 
S25(R)0) « J 2 ,2 
^ ^ + ||j^sln"U/R) - II + ii^/9 
+ll(R^-l)^^^/lMf - IIR'^ y?^/6if + R/6 , 
1 fl » 
Cii(R,0) - { .2 
ll - V(1 - R ) 
1 f T l  + R^C08h*\l/R) -y(l - R'^)] /(2R). 
Ci2CR»0) « •-
LL/(2R) , 
CAACR,©) « CIACRJO) - 1/(2R), 
2 
C23(R,0) « < 
[Wh - R /3 - 1/2 , 
(R/2)sin*^(l/R) + VCR^-l) (l-»-2R^)/(6R) 
cti»(R,0) - j'(lA8R) [2(1-R^)^^^- 2 + 15R^V(1-R') 
- 3R^(^-^R^)cosh"^(l/R)] , 
« 1/(2W, 
1 fl*y(l-.R®) /R, (8.11) 
Soi(R»0) * < 
U/R , 
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Si2<R»0) 
Si3(R,0) 
Sa3(R,0) 
S2>»(R,0) 
1 --^RA f 
- (R/2) sin*\l/R) -/(I - r"^)/2 , 
(1/6R)[i-.3RV(1-R^) + 3R^ cosh"} 1/R) «(1-R^)^''5, 
1/6R , 
sijCR.O) - 1/(6R) , 
+ R^)/32 - R^/3 - 1/6 , 
-1/6 - R^/3 + (R/16)(»H-R^)sin *^Cl/R) 
+ (5R/16) V(R^-l) - in)^^^/i2kR) , 
2^5/2 
^ U'\) + 
llo 1} 
SajCRjO) -(RA8)(W3R^)cosh"'^(l/R) - 1/C120R) , 
- 1/(120 R) . 
Some of the above integrals are divergent for R » 0| 
but it is found that the linear combinations which give 
the stress and displacement in the main problem of Chapter 
III are finite and continuous at the origin* Alsoy it 
should be observed that the above integrals are continuous 
at R « 1, 
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Appendix C 
This appendix is devoted to the evaltiation of the 
P's and Q's defined as certain integrals in (^.30)* 
Using the expression for Fj^(t) given in (3*28) one obtains 
from (^>#30) 
(h) 
= A 
oo 
r r 
J  
(n) / 
Q_ M A^QJ 
dt 
J 
0 0 
1 
r r 
's n 
dt 
J 
s n-i -(Z-iv)t 
t V e Jo(Rt) dv , 
s n-i -(2-iv)t (Rt) dv , 
t V e Jj, 
(8a2) 
J 
0 0 
where 
n - V?rn/Yn C8a3) 
Of course, the above formulas are valid only if the inte­
grals converge. For each value ofnC«l, 2, 3,,,« )it 
is required to determine the integrals in (8«12) for 
s » 1, 0, -1, 
It will now be convenient to display some standard 
integrals given by Magnus and Oberhettinger (7| p«^7)| 
namely, 
•at 2 a -1 /a 
e JeCbt) dt « {a + b ) , iQM 
8^ 
oo 
-at  2 2 -3/a 
t e Jo(^'fc) a(a + b ) f (8*15) 
0 .oo 
•at 2 2 -3/2 
t e Ji(bt) dt « b(a + b ) , (8.16) 
0 00 
•1 -at  r  /  2 2 1 
t e Ji(bt) dt * |y(a + b ) - a} /b , (8.17) 
0 00 
^ - i  r ,2  2^-1/2 ' •aii  /- 2 -1/2^ 
« Ji(bt) dt « b ll-a(a + b) ' } (8.18) 
0 
these being valid if <^(a) > \Ji'b)\ • 
It will be assumed in this appendix that Z is strict* 
ly positive. (The deductions for Z » 0 can be made as in 
Appendix B.) It follows that the order of integration in 
(8*12) can be inverted so that, upon using (8.15)i one 
obtains 
r • W.19) 
0 
Similarly, 
(z - iv)Tr7^ • 
' \ S (  , r ,  \ n  . (8.20) 
J y|(2 - iv) + Rj 
0 
(n) 
Now P.i cannot be obtained from (8.12) as the integral 
is divergent. However, one can write 
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(n) f  
P- i  -  -^n i \  "  
J u 
0 0 
oo 1 
f  -1 n-1 "2t ivt 
t V e (1-0 )Jo(Bt) at 
and, by using Equation (8»U^) of Appendix A, one obtains 
(n) f n-i -1 -1 
P.J. ® ^ jsinh ^(Z/R) - sinh ^|(Z-lv)/Rj^ dv« 
o (8.21) 
The Q's can be treated in a similar fashion and, 
with the help of Equations (8.16) - (8.18), one obtains 
(n) _ n-i, 
Q, if H y , , (8.22) 
' " {cz-lv)»+ ' 
0 
(n) 
Q o  "  ( < / [  ' f l  -  — — 5 _ = _ t e — _ _ 1  a v ,  
J L V{(Z - iv) + 8') J 
0 
1 
(n) 
Q-l « (A jj/R) (zf J v"'^j^Y{(z-iv)% R®}- (Z-lv)J dv, 
0 (8.2lf) 
It is now clear that the integrals In (8.19)-(8.2^) 
can, for each positive integer n, be evaluated in simple 
closed form Involving only elementary functions# 
